UP-FRONT GRANTS: AN EFFICIENT CHOICE FOR STUDENTS AND FAMILIES

Overview
Student aid comes in many forms, typically a combination of tax credits, loans, and grants. Alberta’s aid model currently skews toward tax credits and away from grants. However, evidence suggests that up-front grants are a far more efficient, time-sensitive, and effective student aid mechanism than tax credits. Up-front grants support students and their families when they need it most. By contrast, tax credits only deliver their value the better part of a year after the tuition bill comes due. And while tax credits generally service more affluent families who may not need the funding, up-front grants improve outcomes for the students with the greatest need for a fair chance at further education, including many first-generation students.

Tax credits, while better than no student aid at all, allocate money inefficiently. The Government of Alberta should study and embrace the benefits of shifting student aid funding from tax credits toward up-front grants.

“...there was no way on God’s green earth that any fair-minded review could possibly find that tax credits were a better investment than bursaries.”

Points of Comparison
Tax credits apply long after the costs of education come due, with a special impact on prospective first-year students. Up-front grants help students afford their education at the time of registration. Income tax returns typically arrive 10 or 11 months after students need to pay registration fees and Fall Semester tuition. Registration fees alone can easily climb into the hundreds of dollars, an up-front cost that grants can address but tax credits do not. The up-front cost of tuition is an order of magnitude greater. Less affluent and middle-class parents and students face financial uncertainty under the current system, and a simple transition from tax credits to grants could make all the difference. A partial funding delay of almost a year can be a serious or
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insurmountable barrier to students in financially precarious situations. This delay constitutes unnecessary red tape that puts students from disadvantaged backgrounds and/or prospective first-generation students at special risk of deciding not to pursue further education and training.

Tax credits primarily benefit more affluent families. Up-front grants can benefit all students, or focus on the students who most need aid. This distinction makes grants the more efficient choice. Whereas up-front grants support students when they need it, tax credits are frequently carried forward by students who often do not need them, or transferred to other taxpayers (primarily to the benefit of more affluent parents). This pattern is well-defined in the recent history of education tax credits at the federal level:

Note the change in 2012, when the Harper majority government improved the targeting of student tax credits by reducing carry-forward.

In an Alberta context, Budget 2018 estimated a cost of $150.8 million for personal income tax tuition/education exemptions. On top of that amount, $33.4 million (18% of the total payout for tuition/education exemptions) would be transferred to a parent in strong enough financial circumstances to owe income tax. While many parents make enormous contributions to their children’s education, tax credits do not appear well-suited to supporting the students and families with the greatest need for financial aid.
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Peer-reviewed research supports up-front grants, but does not support tax incentives as a strategy for improving access to education. The World Bank’s recent global scan of substantive studies on student aid effectiveness found that “need-based grants quite consistently appear to improve the completion rates of disadvantaged students.” Meanwhile, “the available evidence on tax incentives does not suggest any positive impact for disadvantaged groups’ access to higher education.”

Tax credits are sometimes represented as a good incentive for graduates to stay and work in their home province. However, it appears that tax credits fail as incentives, even when designed for this purpose. From 2006 to 2018, a graduate tax rebate aimed to keep graduates in New Brunswick. As described by the post-secondary education consultant Dr. Alex Usher, the rebate did not achieve its goal:

“...ask the people who used the credit whether the credit made a difference in their decision to live there, which fortunately the Finance Department did to everyone who submitted a request for the tax credit. ...as I understand it, the answer is “not much”: of the various factors graduates were asked about, the tax credit was least often credited as having had an effect on location. ...based on the evidence which is currently available, it’s really hard to see much of a case for the previous tax regimes having done much good.”

Tax credits are typically adopted for political convenience, rather than because they are the best tool for the job. In the world of political messaging, tax credits have been easy to paint as investments in student funding and/or as tax cuts, depending on the audience. While education tax credits are certainly better than no aid at all, more substantive mechanisms are available for the same price.

“In sum, for the price of two badly-designed tax credits, Manitoba could make real investments in access, both in terms of financial aid and providing spaces in under-served areas, increase support to Indigenous students and communities, improve the quality of education and provide more funds for employer-led training that could help relieve skills bottlenecks for investors. How could you pass this up? Who wouldn’t do this?”

The Alberta government can gradually shift its student aid investment away from tax credits and toward up-front grants. All-or-nothing, overnight transformations are unnecessary. As Alberta’s higher education sector looks to measure and improve outcomes, a reasonable dollar-for-dollar transition to up-front grants has a strong chance of concrete, pioneering impact. These grants could support tens of thousands of Albertans at times when the cost of education is the most prohibitive.
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